Metal & Thermal Detection Technology

Garrett Releases New Axiom Metal Detector
Garland, Texas (July 26, 2022) —Texas-based Garrett Metal Detectors today announced the release of
a new high-performance pulse induction gold prospecting metal detector, the Garrett Axiom.
“The release of Axiom is significant for anyone interested in gold prospecting,” says Steve Moore,
Director of Marketing for the company. “Axiom is the most powerful gold detector Garrett has ever
designed, and it is packed with technology to help users easily overcome the difficult soil conditions
where gold nuggets are traditional discovered.”
Garrett’s Axiom detector includes built-in technology to make it highly sensitive on even the smallest
sub-gram weight gold nuggets. Users have a full range of adjustments to suit their hunting styles,
including: four search mode options; four ground track options; two audio tone options; and six
searchcoil options. Axiom is revolutionary in that the unit is very lightweight, is rechargeable and
software upgradeable, and is priced far below the standard price of competitive high-end pulse
induction gold detectors.
In a live product announcement this morning, Garrett CEO Steve Novakovich stated, “Garrett is
committed for the long haul to the gold prospecting market.” Novakovich cited Garrett’s release last
year of the popular Goldmaster 24k high-frequency VLF prospecting detector as further evidence of the
company’s renewed focus.
Each Axiom detector ships with two searchcoils, a pair of headphones, a soft travel case, and a backup
battery pack, allowing the machine to operate on AA-size batteries if a recharging source in not
immediately available. Full product details, including videos and instruction manuals, can be reviewed
on garrett.com.

About Garrett Metal Detectors
Garrett Metal Detectors, co-founded by electrical engineer Charles Garrett and fourth generation
educator Eleanor Smith Garrett, is the global leader of metal detection products for security and law
enforcement applications worldwide. For almost six decades, Garrett has engineered the most
advanced metal detection products, including walk-through, hand-held, and ground search metal
detectors for the security industry. Garrett is an International Standards Organization (ISO) 9001:2015
certified company.
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https://garrett.com/sport/axiom
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